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Nurses in administrative, teaching, and supervisorJ posi• 
t1ons are attempting to study nursing sc1ent1f1cally. Our 
means of systematically exaudning nurses and nursing are still 
most inadequate, and yet we are beyond the point of accepting 
general impressions. The current methods of evaluating the 
-
nurse and nursing can no longer be deemed suitable. Improved 
methods of studying and assisting nurses must be developed. 
One method of evaluating the total personality of the nurse at 
X Hospital, with special emphasis on the performance of her 
duties, is by means of a Proficiency Report. It has been em-
ployed as a measuring device since August, 1947. It is recog-
nized that, in order to bring about improvement in any service, 
it is necessary to analyze present methods. Therefore, this 
study is concerned with ascertaining how effectively the Pro-
ficiency Report is being used at X Hospital. 
Statement of the Problem 
What evidences. if any. are there that improvements are 
needed in the use of ~e Proficiency Report System for the 
~ Graduate Nurse Staff at X Hospital? 
In order to eventually formulate conclusions with relation 
to the main problem, this study will' attempt to answer specifi-
cally the following questions: 
• 
• \. 
1. What are the existing practices in the Proficiency 
Report System at X Hospital? 
e. Is the counseling interview- during which the an-
nual Proficiency Report is discussed• adequate to 
assure better nursing oare and the. promotion of 
professional growth and development? 
3. Does the present use of the Proficiency Report 
System motivate the nursing staff to give better 
nursing care? 
4. Are modifications indicated in the use of the 
_Proficiency Report System in X Hospital? 
Purpose of the Study 
The present study was undertaken because there were evt-· 
dent undercurrents of dissatisfaction With the Proficiency Re• 
port system on the part of both those responsible for rating 
nurses· and those nurses who were rated. It was initiated by · 
the writer. a nursing su~ervisor at X Hospital. In that posi-
tion she was both a rater and a ratee, responsible for rating 
five head nurses 1n he~ supervisory unit, but in tu~ rated by 
the Assistant Chief, Nursing Service •. It is the purpose of 
the study to analyze the procedure from the point of view of 
both raters and ratees; to identity the causes of dissatisfac-
tion; and to propose such remedial measures as the findings 
indicate are essential and which are in harmony with the objec-
tives • 
Scope of the Study 
Certain 11~tat1ons are placed on the study at the outset. 
The Proficiency Report System 1n use is one employed by the en-
tire Federal Hospital System of which X Hospital ls a part. 
··~ 
.Mod1f1cat1on of the rating. scale was .not,. therefore, within 
·the proVince of the study. The intent was to focus on the use• 
-'· f'ulness of the existing rating derlce. and procedure in achiev-
ing the eXpressed objectives, namely• to motivate the nursing 
staff ~o grow in se:t'v1ce and to measure accurately, !'el1ably, 
and systemat:lcall,- 't;he extent of growth,. · These put-poses were 
also deter.minants. ot the size of ~e sample •. Only those rat-
ers who had received two or more ratings were eligible, since 
it was desirable to make comparisons of ratings of the 1nd1v1d• 
.·. 
~ 
ual nurses pa:ttt1oipat1ng1n the study. 'l'he study is concerned 
only with the professional nurse staff. 
Report of Previous Studies 
No repor.t of a a tudy of this par.t1cular Proficiency· Report 
System since its adoption 1.n 1947.was found. Innumerable re• 
ports of studies of rating scales and counseling procedure are 
avatiabl~. Four in particular are cited because they gave di-
rection to the present study.· 
Since 1936 the Metropolitan Visiting Nurse Se~1ce has 
been studying means of measuring the nurse 1n the perfol'l.ilanee' 
of her work. From that beginning period to the present ttme, 
the evaluation system ha$ been changed four times in experimen• 
tat1on with staff nurses, supervisors, and the administrative 
staff of the Company's Nursing Buxoeau. This group recognized 
early in the experiment that, due to the many variables in the 
work of a publio health nurse, the requirements of' any system 




absolutely met. The findings show a.need for everyone under-
standing and agreeing upon the job activities of the nurse and 
the important underl1fng pr1nc1ples·involved, as well as the 
meaning oi/the adjectives applied in describing a nurse's per-
formance. It became evident tha.t an ane.l"Y"s1s of the· present 
procedure should include an investigation of the agreement of 
interpretation of the descriptions of the elements included in 
this rating scale. 
y ~' 
Kempf at University Hospitals in Cleveland, Ohio• in 
1949 reported a study which began in 1947 concerning improve-
ment of nursing service through an evaluation and counseling 
program for all nursing service personnel. A committee of 
various levels of the nursing staff and representatives trom 
the hospitals' ancillary services guided the project. The 
findings revealed that there was a need for deciding on items(· 
to be covered in the evaluation record, preparation of the su-
pervisors and head nurses for using the record and conducting 
the counseling conference, realization by the nursing staff of 
the benefits and advantages to be derived from a planned eval• 
uation program. and a change in attitude among the nursing 
staff from one of reluctance and resentment toward the evalua• 
t1on system to one of appreciation for interest in their 
g Reid, :et1argaret. Evaluat.ing .!!l! Services !11.. ~ Nurse. . 
New York& The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, 1948. 
Pp. 111•4. 
Kempf, Florence c. "Evaluating the Performance ot Nursing 
Personnel." ~American Journal g! Nursing. 49111:707-




personal and professional development. The change !n attitude 
resulting from active participation in developing and carr11ng 
through the evaluation plan helped in determining the method 
of approach to the present stud7• From the outset, those who 
would be affected by. the results of the study were involved in 
planning the method, interpreting the results, and suggesting 
needed modifications. y 
In August. 1950f Jamison reported a study made by the 
faeult.J members of the two general hospital divisions of the 
-university of Washington School of Nursing concerning the de-
velopment of evaluation records for nursing students during 
their clinical experience. Three members of en Evaluation Com-
mittee interviewed several small groups of head nurses to find 
out what they considered important 1n evaluating students' 
work, with what type of rating s7stem they would like to work• 
and \_that the1:r present problems were 1n rela t1on to evaluation. 
Notes were compiled based on the points discussed in the group 
meetings and we_r& sent to other head nurses, supezav1sors, and 
instructors for oheck1.ng. / The findings showed that there was ... 
a need for cooperative planning in order to develop an evalua• 
tion procedure which would be adaptable 1n the various clinical 
services and yet specific enough to help the nurse•worker, stu-
dent or graduate, evaluate her own progress. Jamison's study 
suggested the.need for the cooperation of staff nurses, head 
Jamisons' 'Laura M. "Rating Students 1 Achievement in Clini-
cal Experience." :E!!! American Journal of Nurs1ns, 50:8: 
498-4991 August, 1950. --
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• 
nurses, and supervisors in attempting to discover the attitudes 
and existing practices in relation to the use of this Profi-
ciency Report System. 
A survey made 1n 1946 by Dill in four schools ot nursing 
in Massachusetts concerning the personal problems of three hun-
dred nursing students points out some important conclusions 
. !I 
with relation to counseling and guidance. Some of the con• 
clusions noted in this study showed that: 
1. Counselees are willing to cooperate with adminis-
tration in an attempt to organize better counsel• 
ing. 
2. An inservice training program in guidance 1s 
necessary for faculty based on their needs. 
3. An analysis should be made to reveal what 1s in 
the existing p:rogz-am that is real guidance and 
how it Ddght be built upon; also to decide what 
some of the existing practices al"e that do not 
conform with democratic principles ar help the 
students to aelf-~ealizatton, and decide upon 
ways and means of eliminating tbE}Se undesirable 
aspects from the total program.~ 
It appeared from this study that consideration should be given 
to the counseling program and its organization in this particu-
lar investigation. Therefore. the attitudes of the raters and 
ratees toward this factor of the Proficiency Report System were 
elicited. 
Method of Approach 
Data in relation to this study were collected by 
Dill, t1adeline. "An Analysis of Personal Problems of Stu-
dent Nurses." (Master's Thesis, Boston Universttr, 
School of Nursing, 1946.) P. 5 • 




administering to the nurses two questionnaires designed to un-
cove:t' the existing practices of administering the Prof1c1enc:r 
Report System at X Hospital. They were tested at a member hos-
pital of·this Fede:r:aal Agency. The results showed that the 
questionnaires needed refinement. They were revised and tried · 
out with ten members of the nursing stat.f of X Hospital who 
would not be participating in the study. They seemed satisfac-
to~, and so they were administered to the nurses in the study 
group. The study group consisted of 22 raters and 60 ratees. 
Of the 22 raters, nine were Supervisors and thirteen were Head 
Nurses. There·were seven Supervisors, 15 Head Nurses, and 37 
Staff Nuvses among the GO ratees. One hundred percent response 
was received on the questionnaire filled out by the raters,-and 
eighty percent returns were received on the ratee quest1onna1~ 
The first questionnaire was given to all the raters. su-
pervisor$ and head nurses to evaluate the following areas of 
the rating system: 
A. Training and experience of raters. 
B. Orientation of nursing staff for assignments to 
include job descriptions and requirements. 
c. Basis of ratings. 
1. Manner of job performance. 
2. Support of judgments. 
D. Counseling technique. 
1, Adequate pz-epa:ra tion of counselees for 
the counseling. 
2. Opportunit1 pz-ov1ded for counselees' 
self-realization and. self-planning tor 
growth and develapment. 
·';. 
• 
The second questionnaire was g:t.ven to the ratees1 super-
visors, head nurses* and staff ·nurses to obtain information 
relative·· to the following areas: 
........ _ ... 
. , 
. e. 
Attitudes toward the use of the Profioienc7 
Report System. 
Knowledge of job element requirements and 
the Prof1c:t.enGy Report System • 
Use of tine counseling interview as a supple• 
ment to the Proficiency Report. 
1. Mechanics of the counseling 1nte~1ew~ 
2. Atmosphere ot the counseling interview. 
3. Counseling techniques used. · 
4. Emphasis in the counseling interview • 
Since Supervisors and Head Nurses. are both raters and ratees, 
it will be noted that they participated in responding to both 
sets of questionnaires. All other members of the study group 
answered only the ratee quest:t.onn$1re. 
The first step in analyzing the questionnaires was to sum-
~ 
mar1ze the data 1n tabular form. Median findings and percen~ · 
tile ratings comparing different levels of the nursing staff 
and/or rating and non-rating personnel were used. 
The next step was to present .the summarized data to the 
study groups. On the basis of these findings, suggestions for 
the improvement in the use of the Prot1o1enoy Rating System 
.,~., ·.',, 
were' made by them •. 
··,A survey of the Proficiency Reports of all nurses pa.rt1c1-. 
,i ... ' . ~ 
- ' pat1ng 1n the study followed, and the findings were analyzed to 
answer the question, "Does this Prof1c1ency Report System moti• 






number of the sample .that record "improvement," "status quo,n 
and "failed to improve" were noted. A salient inference was 
drawn from these findings. 
Arrangement of this Study 
Chapter II will present the review of the 1:1 tera ture 
which guides the study. Chapter III will furnish a presenta-
tion and anal7sis of the data of this study~ and Chapter IV 
will present a summary ot data, conclusions~ and recommend&• 
t!ons • 
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OHAPTER II 
POINT OF VIEW GUIDING THE S'l'UDY 
Nursing as a profession recognizes that it has the respon-
s1b111ty for the continual development of those tools which it 
uses !n rende~ing its services to society. One of the ways of 
improving nursing care t.o the patient is by improving the qual-
ity of those giving tbis service. Before anything can be 1m• 
proved or further developed, it becomes necessary to know what 
its present status 1s. In other words, we must evaluate it. 
Rating scales are one of the methods used to measure the qual-
1t7 of nurses meeting' society's needs. 
Personnel litera·ture uses many synonyms for the tel'D'.l rat-
ing, such as service rating, employee appraisal, progress re• 
port, and personnel evaluation. Organisations use them to 
measure traits which are defined in terms of specific and mean-
ingful actions. It elm be stated that the purposes for which 
ratings are employed are essentially different: to record the 
progress of all employeesJ to choose workers to be promoted, 
transferred, or demoted) and to gather data for counseling em-
l/ ployees. . . 
It is known that there are wide variations 1n ratings 
given by different raters. These differences are distressing 
Scott, Waiter D •• Clothier, Robert c •• Mathewson, Stanley 
B •• Spr1egel, William R. Personnel Management. New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1941. P. 212. 
because th~ prevent the possibility of obtaining a reliable 
record of progress and ruin the confidence placed in such rec-
ords. To estimate the quality of nurses and the care they 
11 
give, a rater must obsel"\te and judge. There are eight factors ~,./" 
which contribute to unreliability of ratings, namel71 halo 
effect, constant e~or of judgment, errors 1n observation; er• 
rors in memor7, differences 1n the meaning of traits, differ-
ences !n interpreting behavior and the evaluator's prooe-
~ , du.re. 
In adminis ter1ng a ra t1ng plan, it 1,s 1mportan t that 1 ts 
purpose and nature are understood by the raters and the ratees. 
Careful training of raters provides one of the necessary aids 
for unbiased and unifo~ rating and is one means of improving §/ 
rating. The validity of ratings may be reduced when raters y §I 
are emot1onall'1 biased. Hawkes stated in the Educational 
Record of January, 1933, "We can have all the techniques and 
all the tests and all the measurements in the world, but un-
less they are administered by w1se men,. I am not certain but 
tba:t they do as mu~h harm as good. 
y Sjm'lonas, Percival M., Ph. D. 
.. !ng Students' Achievements." 
ins. 52:52610·612, May. 1952. 
At any rate, I would rather 
"Eliminating Bias in Evaluat-
The American Journal of Nurs-
- -
Pigors, Paul, Myers, Charles A, Personnel Administration. 
New York:. McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1947. P. 173. 
Evans, James. "Emotional Bias in Merit Rating," Personnel 
Journal, 50:28:290-291. 
Hawkes, Herbert E. "The American Council Cumulative Rec-
ord Forms for Colleges and Secondary Schools." 'Educational 
Record, 33:1:81•82. 
have the wise man without the techniques than the techniques 
without the wise man. The wise man plus the technique is the 
. . . . . 
combination we are working toward." If the persons executing 
a rating plan are incapable of carrying it out effect1vel~, 
. . §7 
this personnel practice is not useful. P1gors and Myers 
state that "no test of leadership placed upon the supervisor· 
requires more analytical ability than sound employee evalua-
tion." ~herefore, 1t is 1mpell1~g that each rater be care-
fully trained to effectively employ any rating plan. Errors 
in rating can be kept at a minimum if the rater has made regu~ 
lar, narrative, objective notes on specific observations during 
. . . . J/ 
the rating period. Symonds stresses the need for adequate 
sampling of behavior. He says, "Reliable ev1dence.1s multi-
plied evidence•" 
When evaluation is done effectively, many values at:'e re• 
sultant: the provision for the growth and development of each 
individual ~urse, consequent strengthening of nursing services, 
and job satisfaction for nursing personnel. Therefore, we can 
no longer overlook the use we make of any existing rating sys• 
tem, and evaluation in nursing becomes. the eoncex-n of all 
nurses. The existence of orientation plans, job descriptions, 
and job requirements, as well as evaluation and counseling pro-
., grams are personnel practices which benefit the nursing staff, 
Pigors, Paul, Myers, Ch~les A. Readings in Personnel ~­
ministration. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, lnc., 
l952. P. 353. 
Symonds, Percival M. Diagnosing Personalttx ~ Conduct. 
New Yorkt Appleton-Century Crafts, Inc., 1931. P. 5. 
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supervisory personnel;~~ and the hospital administration. 
Among the diverse purposes for which ratings are used is 
an important one, as a source of information that makes confer-
ences with employees helpful. These conferences, counseling 
interviews, have developed at the same time and rate aa have 
rating scales until they are recognized today as a most valu• §I 
able tool of personnel management. 
The keynote of counseling is assisting one to help him• 
self. It is serving as the sounding board of thinking of an 
individual and, as the emotional concomitants are desens1t1eed1 
the solution of his difficulties arise. It is a means of 
. . . 21 
achieving satisfactory individual adjustment. This is best 
accomplished when the rater can function 1n a non-
authoritarian role and, in a partially non-directive procedure, 
allow the ratee to ventilate his/her feelings. To the extent 
that the rater is the author1ta1'1an figure, to that extent 1s 
he/she a threat; and counseling can never be effective when a 
threat is felt. It the nurse bas been helped to evaluate his/ · 
her own work and follow his/her progresstt nothing in the final 
evaluation report will come as a surprise to her/b!m. Onl~ as 
-nurses are g1ven the opportun1t~, drawing from their own expe-
riences. to develop their own evaluation of themselves and oth• 
ers will ~ey gain a real appreciation of desirable qualities 
§I Scott, dioth1ert Mathewson, and Sp%'1egel, .$!• ~., P• 236. 
Dunsmoor, Clarence o. and Miller, Leonard M. Guidance 
Method~~ Teachers. Pennsylvania: International '!'ext-
book Company, 1942. Pp. 249•275. 
13 
2-111 
and behavior. . 
Another function of the counseling program is services to 
the nursing administrative staff. 
1
The co~seling program 
stands 1n a·un1que position to help the nursing administrators· 
in do1nga better 3ob ot understanding their nurse-employees 
because it collect much information about the nurses. 
Wherever there 1s an evaluation and counseling program, 
there should also be an 1nserv1ce training program to upgrade 
the guidance skills of the nursing staff. This 1nserv1ce 
training will aid nurses to improve their skills in analyzing. 
understanding, and directing nurse behavior into proper chan-
.U/ 
nels• · . · 
The evaluation and counseling program can assist those 
who have the responsibility for the establishment and mainte-
nance of professional standards. The strengths, needs, and re-
quirements of each individual nurse can be identified through 
this means. This program bas a responsibility for summarizing 
the data regarding each 1nd1v1dual nurse and presenting these 
findings to the Professional Standards Board for consideration 
at the time of promotion or special assignment of a nurse. 
The perfect rating scale is yet to·be devised. Progress 
will come about only through s tud.y and effort to improve pres• 
e ent devices and the methods of judgment. In the past, research 
Eads, Laul'B. Krieger, Ph. D. '"Characteristics of a Nurse 
Able to Adjust Well to Nursing Situations." ~ American 
Journal g! NursingJ 36:7:705"715, July, 1936. 
Froehlich, Clifford P. . Guidance Services in Smaller 
Schools. New York: McGraw-Hili Book co., ~5~. pP.2-3. 
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has done much to refine rating-scale techniques and guidance 
programs, and there are 1ndicat1ons that research in this pl"ob-
1§/ ' ' 
lem will continue. · 
What should the criteria for evaluation be? The writer 
feels that the criteria for evaluative studies must reflect 
the extent to which the Frot1c1enoy Report System is attaining 
its objectives. · In the appraisal of current practices 1n X· 
Hospital, the following minimum standa:ttds in relation to the 
effective use of the Proficiency Report System will be assesse& 
(1) careful training of raters, (2) comprehensive baseline upon 
which rating is made, (3) provision for the growth and develop• 
ment of each individual nurse, (4) attention given 1n counsel-
ing to the qu~stion of job satisfaction, and (5) re11ab111t7 of 
ratings determined by eons1stent.patterns. The eXisting plan 
will be exandned in the light o~ these factors. 
15 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
A brief description of ~e setting in which the problem 
exists may serve in clarifying the data, the inferences which 
can be drawn from them, and the subsequent proposals. 
The Hospital 
This hospital ts part of an independent agency of the 
Federal Government. It is situated 1n a quiet, historical 
town sixteen miles north of Boston, Massachusetts. The daily 
average census is 11 860. Both men and women are treated here, 
and all patients are classified as neuro-psychiatric. 
For purposes of nursing supervision, the ~ospital is di-
vided into four services, namel7: 
1. Med1cal-Surg1cal Service.; This service has one 
unit of fifty beds for the care of the acutely 
ill, five units tor the care of the convalescent 
and chronic patients, and one unit for the care 
of the tuberculous neuro-psychiatric patient. 
The operating rooms, central sel:'Vice, and clin-
ics are also included in this service. 
2. Acute-Intensive Treatment Service. In this serv-
ice are the newly-admitted patient and all the 
acutely ill neuro-psychiatric patients. 
3. The Continued Treatment Service. Th1s service 
cares for the neuro-psychiatric patients who are 
considered chronically ill, and those who are 
convalescing. 
4. The Women's. Se:rvioe. This service cares tor all 
women pat1e~ts in one building. 
At this hospital the professional training of personnel 
is considered as of paramount importance in the maintenance of 
high standards of medical care for patients. There is a pro-
gram of training for pb1s1c1ans preparing to specialize in the 
care and ·treatment of the mentall7 111. and instruction is pro-
,~ 
vided for nursing students from six New England General Hospi-
tals. · There· is also provided clinical training for students of 
Socia~ Work and Psychology from colleges and ~1vers1t1es of 
nearby Boston. In addition, there is a comprehensive program 
ot training for the.professional staff--doctors, nurses, and 
aides--designed to keep all abreast of the latest developments 
in medical science. 
The Nursing Staff 
There were 100 positions for prof.ees!onal nurses at the 
time the study was undertaken. Ninety-six of these positions· 
were filled, and there were fo~ vacancies. The nursing staff 
consisted of one Chief$ Nursing ServieeJ one Assistant Cbief, 
Nursing EducationJ nine Superviso~sJ sixteen Head Nurses; 
seventy-five Staff Nurses) and three :Instructors. For the pur-
poses of this study the Chief, Nursing Service and Assistant 
Chief• ·Nursing Education were classified as Supervisors, and 
the Instructors were listed as Staff Nurses. This was to pre-
vent identification of their responses to the questionnaires. 
A~ previously stated, those participating in the study were 
those nurse-employees with two or more Proficiency Reports. 
~herefore, it was possible to stud~ the Proficiency Report only 
as it was used by 13 raters and 60 ratees. 
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~he Proficiency Report System 
The Jlrof1c1enor Report is "an annual evaluation by com-
petent authority of the effectiveness of an individual in 
. . . ' . . . ' 
performing his/her official duties and discharging his/he~ 
. y . . ' . : 
responsibilities." · Each individual 1s rated on the bae~s of. 
the requirements of his/her own positlQn. The standard used 
1s the standard required in getting work done. 
~he rating for-m is divided into four sections, namel7: 
Section A--Individual Reported Upon. 
Section B··Report of Proficiency. 
Section c--Overall Evaluation. 
SectionD--Capacity for Advancement. 
Section E-·Off1e1al Kak1ng Report. 
A list of numbered elements are in the body ot the ratms 
form. Each element is a duty, responsibility, or characteris• 
tic required for successful performance in a given position. 
Since no given position involves all of the listed elements, 
rating patterns for eaCh and ever, type of position are set 
up. Performance of each element ts scored on the basis of 
eight squares or an eight•point scale. Where a nurse is out~ 
standing, an x 1s placed in square SJ tor highly sat1sfaotorr 
performance, 6 or 7; barely acceptable, 4 or 5J and unsatis• 
facto.17, 1, 2, or 31 dependent upon deg:L"ee.. In the overall 
evaluation in Section o, the same principles of rating are 
emplo7ed except that the nurse is rated on total performance. 
This evaluation is also scored on the basis of eight squares• 
Each square has a numerical score or weight which is 
l/ manual ms-2, "Manual for Personnel Administration," July, 
1949, p~•4• . 
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placed in the column to the right of the squares for each ele• 
me~t rated in Sections B and c.. 'rhese scores are then added,. 
·and the total recorded in the space provided in Section c. 
The adjective rating is satisfactor"J if the total rating score 
1s th!rty•nine or above., and it 1s unsatisfactory for scores 
of less than thirty-nine. 
Sections A, B, c, D, and E ax-a completed by the Rating Of• 
f1cial. The· te~ Rating Official he~e refers to those nurses 
designated to prepare the Proficiency Reports on nurses under 
their supervision. During this study the Rating Officials were 
the Chief, Nursing ·ServioeJ Assistant Chief• Nursing Education; 
and Head Nurses. 
Attar the completion of the .Proficiency Report by the Ra·t ... 
ing Of'f'ic1al1 it 1:! :ttev1ewed by a Reviewing Official, and ap ... 
proved by an Approving Official. The Reviewing Officials dur-
ing this study were the Supervisors; Chief, llurs1ng Service; 
and Chief. Professional Services. The Approving Otf1e1als were 
the Chief, Nursing Ser'\71ee, and·Chief, Professional Services. · 
F~eh of these officials prepares a descriptive paragraph of the 
nurse and her work~performanee on the back of the Proficiency· 
Report. Finally, Whan.the Proficiency Report is complete, the 
nurse receives not1t1oat1on of her adjective rating, satisfao• 
tory or unsatisfactor~• 
An integral part of the Profieiency Report system is the 
counseling program. Its purpose 1s to provide the nurse rated 
with the benefit of the Rating Official's analysis of the 
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•• 
performance of his/her duties. and to improve the quality of 
service and his/her professional and administrative oapabil- .· y .. 
ities. It 1s recommended that the counseling conferences be 
'20 
informal and confidential, and than an analysis be given of the 
nurse •s performance of' his/her duties. · Definite statements re-
garding the frequency of counseling are omitted. but it 1s 
stated that supervisoV1 personnel are responsible for conduct-
ing the counseling conferences as indicated~ It is further 
recommended that Rating Officials commend strong qualities, 
discuss objectively. the weak points, and make suggestions for y 
improvements. 
An examination of the responses on the questionnaires re-
veals the extent to which the directions for the Proficiency 
Report are eal'ried out •. 
Analysis of Responses of Ratlng Official Questionnaire 
The Number of Ratings per Rating Official. 
The average number of ratings per each of the 22 Rating 
Otf1e1als was 4. The range was 2-10. The Proficiency Report 
System was found to have been used by this group of raters from 
1•5 years with the median of three years. and the mode at f!ve 
years. These data. can be clearl7 noted from Table I • 
monua1 for Personnel Administration. "Proficiency Rating 
System.~M5•2, Part III, Change 40, P. 10•3• 
~· Ibid•• P. 10•4• 
• 
'l'ABLE I 
~,rG~~--() \( ; .... ':=.:~ .. _,.\ :: .. i . ..... ;:.~·;..,~ •. "\ ·:: 
TOTAL NUMBER OF BATING OFFICIALS EM.PLO'YED AND STUDIED 
WITH MEDIAN FOR NUMBER OF NURSES RA'i'ED AND FOR NUMBER 
OF ~S USING THE PROFICI~lOY REPORTS 
Median for 
Classification Ntunber Iii umber tied1an for no. of Yrs. 
ot tTo. of Nurses Using l?rofi 
Rating Off1e1e.le :E.lnployed Studied Rated cieney Re-
ports 
Supervisors 10 9 5 5 
Head Nurses 16 13 3 3 
Total 26 2~ 4 3 
Source: Compiled from information secured from Questionnaires 






Training ·of the Rating Of'fio:te.ls. .. · 
Of the 22 Rating Officials in the sample,.two supe:rv1sors 
·and two head nurses have had formal tl"aining in the use of rat .... 
1ng scales; two supervisors have had speclf1c training in the 
use of this particular Proficiency Report; two supervisors and 
one head nurae have had a combination of both types of train-. 
ing. Thel"efore, three of the nine supervisors and ten of the 
thirteen head nurses, or thil'teen Rating Officials, have bad no 
training whatsoever. These differences are quite apparent ln. 
Table II. 
Attitude toward Training. 
The seven Rating Officials who had had formal training in 
the use of Re.t1ng Scales stated that this had helped. them in 
using this particular rating seale. The two who lacked only 
formal training stated that they felt handicapped by this de• 
ficiency. Sixteen of the twenty .... two stated. that they would 
like further training in the techniques of the rating scale. 
Six indicated that they were not interested. Ten Rating Offi-
cials indicated that they had sought and been offered instruc• 
t1on on the improvement of their ratings. The remaining twelve 
statsd tba t they were not offered any instruction nor did they 
• seek it. 
Opinion of Motivating Effect toward Improved Performance. 
Twenty-one Rating Officials were of the opinion that the 




.TRAINING OF RATING OFFICIALS IN TERMS OF 
NUMBER WITH FORMAL TRAINING, SPECIFIC TRAINING 
·COMBINATION OF. BOTH TYPES OF TRAINING 
AND NO TRAI~NG 
No •. Wi.th No. with 
Claas1f1cat1on No. pat-• No. with spec1f1c comb1na-
of t1c1pat:tng formal training t1on of 
Rating Offio!als in study training in use both 
onl.y of P.. R. types of 
onlY tra1n1nP! 
Supervisors 9 a 2 2 
Bead Nurses 13 2 0 1 








Source: Compiled from information secured from Questionnaires 




performance. One stated that lt did completel~. Five were of 
the opinion that it always served them in understanding the 
ratee: sixteen, that it did somet1mest and one, that 1t never 
did. 
Clarit7 of Definitions of Elements. 
Although 14 of the 22 Rattng Officials stated that th& 
definitions of the elements to be rated were sat1sfactor.y, they 
had some reservations with respect to the determinants of the 
upper and lower limits of the various intervals in the scale. 
They indicated that they would like to work cooperativel~ to 
set up a formula of values for this rating scale. 
Time at Which Rating is Done. 
Fifteen Rating Officials indicated that they always have 
sufficient time to make their ratings.. Of these, eleven 
stated that they complete them during their on-dutr time, and 
four completed them on their off•dutr time. The remaining 
seven Rating Officials reported that they have had to complete 
their ratings on their off-duty time. 
Re11ab1li ty of the Ra tinge. 
Ten of the 22 Rating Officials indicated interference with 
the reliability of the ratings by excessive work•load and emo-
tional stress, While the remaining 12 stated "other reasons." 
Althougb no one specified in the questionnaire what was meant 
by "other reasons." it was subsequently revealed 1n the group 
meetings that.what was meant was a dislike for making ratings. 
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There is further evidence of interference with the rel1ab111ty 
of the rat~~s. Fifteen raters pointed out that the'S' have 
somet~ee rated behavior whiCh they have never had the oppor-
tunity of observing. 
Orientation of Nursing Staff for Assignments. 
. . 
While 17 of the 22 Rating Officials stated that they bad 
a written orientation plan, tt was actually used by 11. There 
is sufficient evidence to state that, on the whole, this area 
was a neglected one. Table III summarizes these data. 
Counseling Conterences Bald by Rating Officials. 
Five Rating Off1oials stated that they have annual confer-
ences with their ratees; .10 indicated that there was no x-egu-
larity of time of their eounsel1ngJ and seven reported that 
they never counseled. Relationships with the ratees were 
stated to be without bias or prejudice by these Rating Offi• 
cials. 
Formation and Support of Judgments Made in Rat1ngo 
It was stated by 15 Rating 'otftcials that they did depend 
exclus1vel7 on memo~ when making their ratings. Seven raters 
indicated that they ~upported their judgments with anecdotal 
records. Six of these seven raters stated that they had not 
accumulated more than 24 anecdotal records before making out 
the annual rating. Of these six raters, only one reported that 
these anecdotes were equitably distributed among the elements 
to be rated. 
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TABL'E III 
POSITIVE RESPONSES OF 22 BATING OFFICIALS 
IN RELATION TO ORIENTATION OF NURSING STAFF 
. IN TERMS OF NUMBER AND PERCENT . 
Positive Resp~nses Question Number Percent 
Do you have a written Orientation Plan tQ 
use 1n acquainting new nurses to your 
unit(s) with their nursing duties? 17 77.3 
Have you up-to-date. written job descl'ip• 
t1ons of the pe~formance requirements on 
ell nursing duties 1n your un1t(s)? 2 9.1 
Do you thi~t through with each employee 
the manner of performance of ~ese re-
qu!l'ements? 3 13.6 
Do you have a follow-up interview within 
two weeks after the nurse bas been on the job to answer further questions the new 
nurse may have? 4 18.2 
If you do~ do you also take this opportu-
n1·ty to repeat some of the earlier infor-
mation you have given? 5 .. 22.7 
Source: Compiled from information secured from Questionnaires 
completed by Rating Officials at X Hospital. 
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· Three raters indicated the type of anecdotes maintained, 
the time the incidents were recorded1 a~d the time the ratee's 
interpretations were given. One rater specified that she gave 
the new Rating Official the ratee •s anecdotal records at the 
time the nurse was transferred from her unit. Of the twenty-· 
two Rating Officials, eight indicated that they have made out 
the annual Prof1c1enc:v Report on ratees who have been in thei·r 
un1t(s) nine months or less. Fourteen stated that they collab~ 
oraged with other Rating Officials to make out the annual Pro-
ficiency Report for nurses who have worked on two or more units 
during the year. Eighteen indicated tbat they were satisfied 
that they had sufficient evidence to support their judgment 1n 
rating. These data can be noted from Table IV. 
Time at Which Counseling 1s Done. 
Four Rating Officials reported that they never counseled 
the ratees, and ten indicated that they did not have any regu-
lar1ty of time for this counseling. Of the remaining eight 
raters, three stated they counseled the ratee immediatel7 prior 
to making a rating; three, as they made the rat1ngJ and two. 
immediately after the rating was made out. 
Preparation of Ratees for the Annual Guidance Conference. 
Ten Rating Officials stated that they planned in advance 
for the time and duration of the annual guidance conference. 
Thirteen reported that the purpose of the guidance conference · 







POSITIVE RESPO!ITSES OF 22 RATING OFFICIALS REGARDING FORMATION AND 
SUPPORT OF- JUDGMENT FOR MAKING OUT' ANNUAL PROFICIENCY REPORTS 
IN TERMS OF NUMBER OF RESPONSES AND PERCENT 
Total 
guest! on Supervisors Head Nurses Resgonses 
Is each anecdotal record an objective 
description of: 
The a1gnif1cartt behavior? 0 1 1 
The significant behavior and your 
interpretation? 1 0 1 
The significant behavior and the 
ratee•s and your interpretation? 0 l l 
The significant behavior and the 
ratee's interpretation? 0 0 0 
Your interpretati_on of the a1gn1fi-
cant behavior? 0 0 0 
Is the record of the incident made 
within: 
Four hours? 0 1 l 
Eight hours? l l 2' 
Twelve hours? 0 0 0 
Twenty-four hours? 0 0 0 
Forty-eight hours? 0 0 0 
One week or more? 0 0 0 
Is the ratee's interpretation given 
within: 
Four hours? 0 0 0 
Eight hours? 0 0 0 




















Twenty-four hourst 0 0 0 o.o 
Forty-eight hours? 0 0 0 o.o One week or more? 0 1 l 4 .. 5 
D., If a nurse is transfer.red from your 
unit(s). do you give the new Rating 
Official the nurse's behavior records 
which you have kept? 1 0· l 4 .. 5 
E. When you are making out the annual_rat-
ing, how many anecdotal records do you 
have accumulated for each ratee? 
Less than 24 3 3 6 27.0 
24 to 34 0 0 0 o.o 
35 to 44 o· 0 0 o.o 
45 to 54 0 0 0 o.o 
55 or more 0 0 0 o.o 
F. Are these anecdotes equitably distrtb-
uted among the elements to be rated? 1 0 1 4.5 
Are you satisfied that you have suffi-
cient evidence to support your judgment 
on each element? 6 12 18 81.0 
Do you have to make out the annual Pro-
ficienoy Repo!'t on nurses who have 
served in your unit(s): · 
Nine months or less? 1 4 5 22.5 
Six months or, less? 0 2 2 9.1 
Three months or less? 0 l l 4.5 
One month or less? 0 0 0 o.o 
e 
Do you collaborate with another Rat-
ing Official to make out the annual 
Prof1c1eney Report for nurses Who 
have worked on two or more units .dur-
ing the year? 7 7 14 
Source: Compiled from information secured from Questionnaires completed b7 




to expand he~ strengths and make plans for overoondng her weak-
nesses; and· fif'teen, that the ratee was encouraged to develop 
plans for improvement. These data can be noted from Table v. 
Appraisal of Rating Skill. 
Five supervisors and two head nurses, or 31.8% of the Rat-
ing Officials, indicated that they rated their nurses too high; 
and four supervisors and eight head nurses, or 54.5~, stated 
that their ratings were reasonably accurate. One head nurse 
checked too low; one, always m1dlin@J and one, no response. 
These self-appraisals are apparent in Table VI. 
At the end of ~e questionnaire space was provided for 
comments. The replies are a good indication of what· the nurses 
thoug~t of the questionnaire and the administration of tbe Pro-
ficiency Report System. Two of the nurses used this spac~ to 
clarify their responses to particular questions. Comments, 
verbatim, made by the Rating Officials are as follows: 
Some nuPses are not permanently assigned to units. 
therefore, many raters do not have an opportun1t,r 
to observe the work performance of the individual 
to be rated and cannot give an honest evaluation 
of her abilities or work results. There is confu-
sion among some raters concerning the preparation 
of the proficiency reports. I think all raters 
should be given formal training in use of rating 
scales. I feel that some nurses are n21 rated 
without bias or prejudice. Amny raters rate far 
too low. One rater remarked, "In other hospitals 
of this same Agency, nurses are never rated higher 
than '6'• No nurse is good enough to be rated 18'"• 
Instruction. examples, and. analysis of profieieno7 
reports would be very beneficial. Group discussions 
in these areas would be beneficial and should lead 
to a little more uniformity in reports. 
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• TABLE V 
RESPONSES OF 22 RATING OFFICIALS IN RELATION 
TO THE ANNUAL GUIDANCE CONFERENCE 
IN TERMS OF NUMBER AND PERCENT 
Total Number and Percent 
Some- No Ql,testion Alwa:vs times Neve!' Reanonse 
:~ro. % No. % No. t;, No. % 
Do you plan with the 
" 
ratee in ad~ance tor 
the time and duration 
of the Guidance Con-
re~ence in relation 
to the nnnual Profi-
c1enoy Repo:rt? 3 13.6 7 s1.-a 10 45.5 2 9.1 
Do you state the pu~- .. 
pose of the Guidance. 
Conference in advance? 7 3l.e 6 27.3 7 31.9 2 9.1 
Do you encourage the 
ratee to expand her 
strength$? 12 54.5 4 18.2 5 22.7 l 4.5. 
Do you encourage the 
ratee during the con-
terence to develop 
plans for her oun 
.furthel' ~mprovementt a 36.4 7 31.9 5 22.7 2 9.1 
. 
Do you encourage the 
ratee.to make plans 
for overcoming her 
weaknesses? 13 59.( 3 13.6 5 22.,7 1 4.5 
Source: Compiled from information secured from Questionnaires 




COMPARISONS IN TOTAL NUMBER AND PERCENT OF 
RESPONSES MADE BY 22 RATING OFFICIALS 
RELATIVE TO THEIR RATING SKILL 
Super- Total Question i1isors Head l~urses Number 
In cr1t1cally appraising 0 
your own rating skill, 
check the rating you 
find predominates: 
a. Too h1gb 5 2 7 
b. Too low 0 l 1 
c. Always midline 0 1 1 
d. Reasonably accu• 
rate 4 9 12 
No response 0 l l 









Source: Compiled from information secured from Questionnaires 
completed by Rating Officials at X Hospital. 
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I think this is an excellent piece of work, and results 
should show how inadequate and lacking we are. I feel 
proficiency ratings are of value if they could be util• 
!zed properly. Relative to anecdotal records~ I do not 
keep anecdotal records per se, but. when something. 
arises, I discuss with the individual concerned immedi-
ately following the incident. Many times I have rat-
ings to do on nurses who have already left the service 
and, therefore, am unable to discuss rating with them. 
Also change of personnel on unit up until last six 
months has been rather rapid.. Otten times had nurses 
for two weeks1 a month~ and then they were. transferred 
to another service. 
Counseling had been done by the Ch1.ef Nurse, Assistant . 
Chief, or SupeXtV1sors prior to 1952. Then it was given 
to the Head Nurse with no specific instructions other 
than "ratee has to be counseled by rater, give:dier a 
copy, and keep a copy." This had to be completed in· 
certain length of time 1n addition-to hel'_prof1c1ency 
rating. I believe 1t is quite diffic-ult to counael nnd 
rate an individual by infrequent contact between rating 
period - just because the individual is assigned to a 
service tor a abort period of time - under supervision 
of a Head Nurse Who seldom has any personal contact 
with individual to judge her accurately in her work per-
formance. If individual is given a certain average rat-
ing by rater and same is changed by the reviewer, the 
1nd1 vidual and the rater should be so informed and the 
reason for same. It sometimes happens that in going 
over the rating with individuals, they are ot the opin-
ion that they are likely to receive a certain rating~ · 
and sometimes told afterwards by rater that reviewer 
did not agree with rater without reason for changes, 
This no doubt is most likely to create an tmpress1on 
that the individual has been re-rated by reviewer be• 
cause of personal likes or dislikes. 
Rating official is not given the rating so that the 
ratee can be advised sometime previous to the rating. 
Ratings are given to Rating Official after a 'nurse has 
lett the nursing unit. Almost impossible- to keep anec-
dotal records as you do not know the nurses you will be 
rating as they are not permanent on the units. Although 
the rating is designed to prevent personal feelings from 
entering the report, I feel in some instances the per-
sonal feelings do enter. · 
,. 
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Analysis of Responses of Ratee Questionnaire 
4lt Response to Ratee Questionnaire. 
The number· of nurses· eligible to answer the ratee ques-
tionnaire was eo. Of this n\:lmber 48 replies were received. 
There were 20 rating-personnel responses and.28 non-rating 
personnel responses. These figures represent 80~ of the ques-
tionnaires sent out. This information can be clearly seen 1n 
Table VII. 
Number of Rating and Counseling Interviews per Ratee. 
Of the 48 ratees in the sample, 27 stated that tiney had 
been rated 5 timeSJ seven, four t1meSJ 6• three t1meSJ and e. 
twice. Four ratees indicated that they had been counseled 
each t1me the rating was due, and ten reported that they had 
never been counseled. . The 34 remaining ratees specified that 
they had been counseled various numbers of times. They fur-
ther stated that the number of times counseled had been at 
variance with the number of ratings received. These differ-
ences are quite apparent in Table VIII. 
Opinion of Assistance Received from Proficiency Report System. 
Nine ratees were of the opinion that this s~tem was very 
helpful. Twenty-one were of the opinion that it helped them 
to a lesser degree, and lB checked ffno help." Table IX 
clearly lists these data. 
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TABLE VII 
NURSE-PERSONNEL CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO RELATIONSHIP WITH 
RA'l'ING SYSTEM AT X HOSPITAL IN TERMS .OF THE NO'MBER 
AND PERCENT WHO COMPLETED 
THE RATEE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Classification Total Number Number Percentage 
ot ot Eligible of of 
Nurse-Personnel Nurse .. Personnel Replies Replies 
Rating-Personnel 23. 20 86.9% 
Non-rating Personnel 3'7 28 '75.6% 
~otal so 48 ao.o% 
Source: Compiled from information secured from Questionnaires 
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Source: Compiled from information secured from Questionnaires 




ATTITUDE TOWARD THE ASSISTANCE RECEIVED FROM 
THE PROFICIENCY REPORT SYSTEM AS STATED BY 
48 RATEES AT X HOSPITAL IN TERMS OF 
RATEES BY STATUS, TOTAL NUMBlm 
AND PERCENT 
~ umber of Ha tees :t>:v s ta. tu s 
Attitude Super- Head Staff Total 
visors Nurses Nurses Number 
Rating System very 
helpful 1 4 4 9 
Rating S~stem mod• 
erately helpful 4 5 12 21 
Rating System no 
help 1 5 l2 18 






Source: Compiled from information secured from Questionnaires 
completed by Ratees at X Hospital. ·:·· .· 
.··,,. 
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Opinion of Motivating Effect toward Improved Performance. 
Four ratees believed that they were always motivated to-
ward improved performance by this syst~m. Twenty-two were of 
the opinion that this sometimes occurred, and twenty-one be-
lieved that it had no motivating effect. 
Again, these same four ratees stated that this system al-
ways improved the relationship with the Rating Off1o1al. 
Nineteen indicated "sometimes," and twenty-tour specified 
"never." 
Of the 45 ratees who expressed an opinion regarding sat-
isfaction with evidence supporting the Rating Official's judg•. 
mentt nine indicated complete sat1sfaot1on, 26 were sometimes 
satisfied• and 10 were never satisfied. 
Six ratees reported that tibey had always been aided by 
the Rating Official to find some phase of nursing which gave 
them a feeling of growth and development. Seventeen stated 
that this sometimes occurred. Another seventeen ratees stated 
that they had received no assistance from the Rating Official. 
These data are easily seen in Table x. 
Committee Membership. 
Thirty-six, or '75~ of the total ratees in the sample, in-
tit dicated that the¥ would be willing to serve as a member of a 
committee to 
value of the 
Eight stated 
asstst 1n making out a plan tor improving the 
Proficiency Report System it this was so indicated. 
t~t< .they were not interested. 
_,, 
,I·~ I ' 
I'll. 
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TABLE X 
ATTITUDES TOWARD THE USE OF THE PROFlCIENOY REPORT SYSTEM 
AS STATED BY 49 RATEES AT X HOSPITAL IN ·TERMS OF 
RATING AND NON•RATING PERSONNEL 
TOTAL PERSONNEL AND PERCENT 
-
o •. Ra tees by. Rte.-
· us 1n X Eosp1 te.l 
Attttude Eating rJon-Ra t1 ng To·i;£1 
>Grsonnel f_eroonnel .Per s c>"rmel -·Percent 
··A ~:s .<!Hi A .3 ·N. '~·~· !.l . B rr A s· .. J .. 
. 




ttonsh1p w:t th . 
Rating Official 3 7 10 1 12 14 4 19 24 8.3 39.5 so.o 
Sa t1 sf1 ed with .. 
evidence sup•-
porting Rating 
Official •·s judgment· 4 10 5 5 16 5 9 26 10 ~9.7 54.1 20.9 
Aided by Rat'-
1ng Official 2 10 5 4 7 12 6 17 17 ~2.5 35.4 35.4 
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*A ... Always 
-*S - Sometimes 
Source: Compiled fr.om information secured from Questionnaires 
comp.leted by Ratees at X Hospital. · -~· 
,:~ ... \ 
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Opinion of the Adequacy of the Orientation Program. 
Of the 47 rateee who responded to these questions, 12 re-
ported that they had had a complete orientation to the ele-
ments 1n the Proficiency Report upon which they are rated, and 
35 indicated incomplete orientation. However, only five of 
that number know the critical level of pe~formance upon which 
each element is rated as sat1sfactor,r. The same 12 ratees 
stated that they had complete knowledge of the job descrip-
tions, and the same 35 had no such knowledge. 
Six of these 47 ratees were completely aware of the per-
formance requirements, and 41 expressed that their orientation 
to such requirements had been incomplete. Four ratees indi-
cated that they were given a follow-up interview during their 
orientation period, and 43 stated that they did not experience 
this regularly. All of the ratees stated that they had no 
orientation to nor knowledge of the Anecdotal Reco~s. Table 
XI summar1zes the material presented in the above paragraph. 
Number of Conferences with the Rating Official. 
Five of the ratees stated that they always have b1monthl~ . 
conferences with their Rating Official. One ratee checked al• 
ways semi-annually,· and six checked always annually. Of the 
- 20 indicating that they sometimes have periodic conferences 
with their Rating Official, two checked b1monthl'S'J one# 
monthlyJ and 17, annually. Ten indicated that they never had 
periodic confer~nces with their Rating Official, and six did 





OPINIONS REGARDING ~HE ADEQUACY OF THE ORmNTATION PROGRAM 
AT X HOSPITAL IN MEETING TBE .NEEDS OF THE NURSES 
IN TERMS OF RATING AND, NON-RATING PERSONNEL 
TOTAL PERSONNEL AND PERCENT 
AS STATED BY 48 RATEES 
iNo. of Ratees by Sta .. 
tus 1n X Hosnital 
Opinion Rating Non-Rating Total 
Personnel Pe:r:asonnel. ~e:rsonnel Percent 
Yes No Yes No .xes No Yes ;No 
Orientation to ale-
menta in Proficiency 
Report 7 13 5 22 12 35 25.0 72.8 
Orientation to or1t1-
cal. level of perform-
ance upon which each · 
element is rated as 
·satisfactory 2 18 3 24 5 42 10o4 87.4 
Orientation to j'ob 
descript~on 5 15 7 20 12 35 25.0 72.8 
Orientation to per-
formance require-
ments 2 18 4 23 e 41 12.5 85.3 
Follow-up interview 
within two weeks for 
turther orientation 
regarding nursing 
duties l 19 3 24 4 43 8.3 89.5 
Orientation to and " 
knowledge of anee-
dotal reeorC!s 0 ~0 0 27 0 47 o.o 98.0 
. 
Number of ratees not 
answering questions, 0. l 1 2.0 
Total ao 28 48 100.0 
Sourcet: Compilecl from 1nformati()n. secured fl'()m Questionnaires 
completed bJ' Ratees at X Hospital._ 
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Preparation for the Counseling Interview. 
Of the 34 ratees who have experienced some counseling re-
garding their annual Proficiency Report~ 12 stated that the7 . 
had participated in the planning for this conference. Twenty-
two rateea reported that they had never planned with the Rat-
ing Official. Of this sample; 24 stated that the purpose of 
the guidance conference was stated in advance, and 10 ratees 
indicated that it never was. 
Time at Which Counseling Relating to the Annual Rating is Don~ 
Five stated that they were counseled immediately before 
the rating was made out, and another five indicated that this 
occurred as the rating was made out. Six ratees specified 
that they were counseled after the rating was made out. The 
remaining lS ratees checked that their counseling had taken 
place at the thltee given times. 
Opinion of the Mechardcs of the Counseling Interview. 
Of the 34 ra tees respond! ng to the. questions relating to 
the Counseling Interview, 29 stated that they were always 
aware that the conference was a counseling interview, and five 
1nd1eated that they sometimes were aware of this. No one 
checked "never." 
Thirty-three ratees reported that sufficient time had 
been allowed tor the conference; 22 cheeked ''always n J and 11, 
"sometimes." One ratee checked "never.u 
Sixteen wez-,e of the opinion. that time was always 
41 
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apportioned to all issues to be discussed, 13 indicated that 
this sometimes occurred, and 5 checked "never." Table XII 
clearly note~ these data. 
Evaluation of the Atmosphere of the Counseling Interview. 
From Table XIII 1 t can be seen that 16 ra tees always 
found the atmosphere understanding; 17 sometimes did; and one 
never did. Fourteen ratees indicated that the atmosphere was 
always per.m1ss1ve. Twelve stated that they sometimes experi• 
anced this. Eight ratees reported that !t never was permia- : 
sive. Only 10 of the 34 ratees reported that they were always 
aware that the atmosphere lent itself to the ventilation of 
negative feelingsJ eighteen signified that it sometimes did, 
and six, that it never did. 
Opinions of the Counseling Techniques. 
Six ratees 1ndicated that the counselor always tried to 
solve problemsJ 22 stated "sometimes," and 6 spee1f1ed "never." 
Four reported that judgment was always givenJ 25, "some·times"; 
and 5, "nevex-." Ot these 34 ratees, nine stated that advice 
was alwa:rs given. Tweney ... one reported that this sometimes oc-
curred. Four stated that advice was never given. However, 
only one ratee indicated that this counseling was always used 
as a dtsciplinary measure, and two indicated that they some-
times found this to be so. Thirty-one ratees stated that this 
was nevel' their e3;per! enoe. T~ee rate~s s1gnif1ed that 1 t 





OPINIONS OF 48 :RA'rEES AT X HOSPITAL REGARDING 
THE MECHANICS OF TBE COUNSELING INTERVIEW IN 
TERMS OF RATING AND NON .. RATING PERSONNEL 
TOTAL PERSONNEL AND PERC~ 
o. of .Ratees by Sta-
· tus in X Hos~:J. tal 
Op:J.nion Rating Non-Rating Total 
ersonnel Personnel Personnel: Percent 
~rA ~~s *N A s N A s Jl A s N 
SUfficient time 
allowed for the 
conference 9 5 0 13 6. 1 22 ll 14 s.a 22.9 a.o 
Awnre of cot1n-
sel:J.ng inter•-
view ~3 l 0 16 4 0 29 5 0~ o.o 10.4 o.o 
Time apport!:oned 
to all 1·ssues 
discussed 6 7 l 10 6 4 16 13 5' 3.3 27.0 12.5 
Number or ratees · 
not answering 
questions 6 a 14 29.1 
Total 20 28 48 99.9 
*A •-Always -it-S ... Sometimes 
Sotll'ce:: Compiled from information secured from Questionnaires 





OPINIONS OF 48 RATEES AT X HOSPITAL REGARDING THE 
ATMOSPHER OF TBE COUNSELING INTERVIEW IN TERMS OF 
RATING AND NON-RATING PERSONNEL 
TOTAL PERSONNEL AND PERCENT 
= : ; : 
... IIIIo 
~o. of Ratees by Sta• 
tus in.X Hos2ital 
Op1n1on Ila t1ng I~on.,.Ra ti ng Total 
,ersonnel Personnel Personnel Percent 
. ~A ~r-S ~:toN A s J'f A s _N" .A s 
Atmosphere un-








t1ve feelings 3 9 2 7 9 4 10 lS G~ o.a 37.5 12.5 
Numbel' of ratees I not answering questions· 6 a 14 29,.1 
Total 20 28 49 99.9 
*A • Always -ss-s - Sometimes *H' ""' Never 
Sourcet Compiled from information secured from Questionnaires 




onl~. Fourteen stated that this occurred some of the time. 
• Seventeen 1nd.1cated.that this never happened. These data can 
be observed in Table XIV. 
Opinion of Placement of Emphasis in the Interview~ 
Table XV shows that 11 ratees always find the emphasis 1n 
the interview with the ind1.v1dua1. Six noted 1t as always 
with the problem. Twenty and twenty-two ratees cheeked "some-. 
times" in answering these two questions. Nine of ~e 34 1nd1• . 
cated "never" as a total ~esponse to these quest~ons. 
Fifteen have always expe:r1enced encouragement· to expand 
strengths~ twenty-one sometimes have, and two ratees never 
have.. However, only ten of the 34 have always been encouraged 
to plan for overcoming their deficiencies and for their own 
further improvement) 21 to 22 cheeked ttsomet1mes"; and 2 to 3 
indicated "never" to these questions. Twelve have always re• 
oei ved commendation and approval for excelling in areas of · 
work performance, and 21 sometimes have. One ratee indicated 
that commendation and approval have never been given. 
Some of the comments made by the. ra tees in the space pro., 
vided at the end of the questionnaire are presented verbatim. 
The Official Raters who have counseled me have always 
left me w1 th the feeling. "Well that's a task I d1 s• 
like. but I did 1t." I've never felt as ~ough I've 
gained or been helped. Do all Rating Officials realize 
the r~sponsibility of rating another person. The s~s­
tem eould possibly stand revision, but I feel it's been 
great~y mi.sused because of lack of understanding and, 
probably. genuine interest. 
I , ' 
Wottld ·~.like to see more regular! ty 1n this counseling 







OPINIONS OF 49 RATEES REGARDING THE COUNSELING TECHNIQUES 
· USED Ill TERMS OF RATING AND NON•RATING PERSONNEL 
TOTAL .PERSONNEL AND PERCENT 
!NO• of Ratees by·Ste.• 
tus s.n·x Hosnite.l ()pinion Rating I-ron-Ra t1 ng Total 
!Personnel .Personnel Personnel Percent. 
:~A ~i-S -a~N A s N A s N A s .:N 
Counselor tries 
to solve .PrOb• loms ······ 3 g .. 2 ~ ...... 
....:~ . 
3 13 4 6 22 6 ~2.5 45.9 12.5 
- . 
Jud~ent is · - - ·, . 
.. •· 
·. 
. , . .. 
given 2 ll 1 2 14 4 .. 4 25 .:.~t 8.3 52.0. 10.4 
Advice is given 7 7 0 2 14 4 9 21 4 a-.7>~a.7 8.3 
. ... . ..,~ 2:--.·-
" -~ -- ... 
Used a.s Q dis- ~;,-.:......._....;,~·· -~ 
ciplinary pro-. 
cedure 0 113 l l 19 l 2 31 2 •. 0 4.1 64.5 
Used as a 
method of giv-
ing information 
1 only 4 9 2 10 e 3 14 17 a.2 29.1 35.4 
Number of ratees 
not answering 
14 29.1 questions .6 a 
Total 20 29 49 99.9 
I 
*S ;.. Sometimes *N • Never 
Source;~ Co~piled from information secured from Questionnaires 





OPINIONS OF 48 RATEES REGARDING THE EMPHASIS IN TBE INTERVIEW 
IN TERMS OF RATING AND NON-RATING PERSONNEL 
TOTAL PERSONNEL AND PERCENT. 
tNo... of Ra tees by Sta• 
tus in X Hos~ital ' 
Opinion Rating Non-Rating Total 
Personnel Personnel Personnel Percent 
~~<A *S -l~N A s N A s N A s N 
Maj·or concern 
with 70U 5 7 2 6 13 1 ll 20 5 ~2.9 41.6 6.2 
Major concern 
with your prob-
~2 •. 5 45.8 12.5 lem 4 a 2 2 14 4 6 22 6 
Encouraged to ex- ·~-:;;. :. -'. pand your 






ing deficienotes 4 10 0 6 11 3 10 21 3 ~o.a 43.7 6.2 
Encouraged to 
plan for further 
improvement 5 9 0 5 13 2 10 22 2 ~o.a 45.e 4.1 
Receive commenda-
tion and approval 
for excelling in 
areas of work per ... 
formance 7 7 0 5 14 1 12 21 1 ~5.0 43.7 2.0 




not answering I \ questions 
I: 








,· \ ' 
_ *A • Alwqs . , *S - Sometimes *N • Never 
--
Source: Compiled;·.~_.,. om 1_. n.forme.t~on secured from Questionnaires oomplete~(,~:.v Rp.tees at •X B9spital. . 
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Feel sure that there is considerable room tor improve-
ment in the system. Perhaps monthl7 records kept 1n 
simplified form would facilitate an accurate report • 
It is my opinion that some supervisors do not under• 
stand just how to counsel. Instead of helping the 
nurse to develop plans for overcoming her deficien-
cies the rater uses the conference as a disciplinary 
procedure, or as an ooeas1on,to or1t1c1ze the nurse 
in such a manner that she becomes anxious and inse• 
cUl'e. 
If something could be done to change tb.e emphasis to 
guidance, 1 t would be splendid. 'l'oo often the cr1 t1- · 
cism one receives is destruct1V$ rather than construc-
tive. I think this questionnaire points up the weak• 
nesses of the system. 
I feel that I have not had enough experience to approve 
or disapprove of the method of rating used. This ques-
tionnaire shows me how much more I. should be doing as 
a rater. 
Since I have never been counseled. I cannot answe~ many 
ot the questions. I find the present form ot rating 
ve~ unsatisfactory. Receiving a statement.once a year 
informing one that her work 1s satiafactor,y certainly 
does not give one much to strive for. 
Having worked in two different departments with two 
different rating officials involved, I have found it 
necessary to answ&l' "sometimes". to a great many ques-
tions. If one official alone was involved, many of 
these a.n·swers would ba'!tte been °never. n · · 
A comparison of the similar areas of the Rating Official 
and Rateefs Questionnaires reveals the following likenesses 
and d1ffe~ences: 
1. fs% of the Rating Officials were of the opinion that 
(!the us~ of this rating scale failed to motivate the 
II ' I ~tee to improve· performance, and 44% of the raters 
ll\ ¢greed with these Rating Officials. 46% of the rat-
1' 
.f; . 
~-es had some reserva,tions with respect to the moti-
~~ting . ~ff;$ct toward1 .limpro:ved performance of this 
,; i \ ,, 
; 1{ \\ ) i,f 
.: I \ 
;;; 
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scale. Less than 1% of tbe ratees made a positive 
response~ 
2. Ap~roximatel7'96~ of the Rating Offic1ala. indicated 
that relationships between Rating Official and·Ratee 
were improved by this rating system. However, 50% 
of the Ratees were in disagreement. 
3. Seven Rating Otf1c1ale, or 12~ of thts.group, $tated 
that they kept anecdotal records., but none of the 
Rateea 1nd1ce.ted. knowledge of these records.·. 
4. E1ghty .. one percent of the Rating Officials are sat .... 
1sf1ed that they had sufficient evidence to support 
their judgment, and 73~ · ot · the Ra tees were 1n agree- . 
.. 
ment w1 th some r~servat1ons. 
s. While 45% of the Rating Officials reported tba t the,. 
have planned in advance w1 th the ra tee for the time 
and duration of- the guidance conference, only 25~ of 
the ratees reported tbat they had participated 1n 
th1s planning. 
e. F.1fty-n1ne.percent of the Rating Officials spec~f1ed 
that ~ey had stated the purpose of the SQ1dance con• 
ference 1n advance, ·and approximatel~ 71~ of the rat-
ees had experienced this. 
·~;nrv~ of Prof1o1enc,- Reports of 1947•1959 
The total weights in the individual Proficiency Repo~ts 
of the f~fty-e1ght ratees in :th~s study were recorded tor the 
yea~s 19~7~1952 .~n ;an ~ ttempi( ,to d~termine any. change wh:leh 




may have occurred 1n each nurse's rating. Each time there was 
a change 1n rater noted, a plus sign ( +) was placed above the 
total weight for that 7ear. Inspection ot these data revealed 
that onl,- four ratees have had the same rater during th1a five 
Jear rating period •. The remaining ratees varied 1n the number 
of different raters they have had: eleven have had one change; 
s1x, two el;langee; 161 three ·changes; . eight. tour changesJ and 
three. five different ~aters. Figure 1 depicts the number of 
Rating Of1'1c1al ohanges which have occurred dUl'1ng this rating 
period. 
The Proficiency ~eport total weight of the last year was 
compared with the total weight of the f.lrst ,Bar for each of 
the fort~~e1gbt ratee& to find the number who «tmproved,n re-
mained tteta.tus quo, tt and "failed to improve." Improvement was 
considered to have occurred if the total weight changed one 
whole integer. Tabulation of these data showed that nineteen 
ratees improved, four remained "status quo," and twenty-five 
became worse. ~ese figures show that 60.4% of this group 
have n~t been favorably affected, and therefore, 1t would ap ... 
peax- that the Proficiency Report System as it is used at X 
Hospital .ts not aeoompl1ehing 1 ts st.ated purpose. 
· A large change 1~ rating versus a small. change 1n rating 
and the same rater versus a different rater revealed an inter-
esting r~sult •. A large change was S$1d td be 4 plus or more~ 
and a small change was considered 4 or less. Wtth1n the same 
I 
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. 0 l 2 3 4 5 6 
Number of Bating Off1c1al Changes 
F.J:G'tJBE l 
CHANGES IN RATING OFFICIALS 
DURING RATING PERIOD 1947•1952 
Sourcet Compiled from Survey of Prof1o1ency Reports for Years 
~47-1952 of 48 Ratees studied. 
51 
change sixty•three t~es. When there were different raters. a 
~· large change occurred sixty-four times and a small change fi~ 
three times. Figure 2 presents thla information in percent-
• 
ages. 
Further analysis of the Proficienc:y Report total weights 
shows that the range of these measures is fitteen, with two 
ratees at sixty-six and one ratee at the eigb~-one height. 
The median is seventy-five because fifty percent of the fort:y-
e!ght ratees are above this measure, and f1ft,u percent or 
twenty-four rateee are below. Tbe greatest number, 12, fall 
at eevent:y-six which ~e the mode ot the distribution. Figure 
3 shows the frequency distribution of the average total 
weights of the Proficiency Reports of the forty-eight ratees 
studied for the period 1947•1952. Thts points out that the 
raters are using·only fifteen intervals of a possible eight-
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FIGURE 3 
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. CHAPTER IV 
SUMl~RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpQse or this study wa~ to analyze the present 
practices in X Hospital of using the Proficiency Report System 
in evaluating the eft"ect1veneas of the graduate nurse staff in 
performing their duties and discharging thei-ra responsibilities 
as well as to determine t:tte extent to wh:teh this system pro-
vided for the improvement of nursing care and for 1nd1 v1du1tl--______ -: 
professional growth and development. 
A brief summary shows that lOO% of th(! Rating O!.'f1eia.ls 
responded to one queat1onna1re, while so% of those rated ~a­
turned the a~cond questionnaire. Examination of the data of 
the Rating Officials' Questionnai~e reveals the follow.tng: 
A. The number of Rat!~ Officials lacking any ·rorm 
of training for using the rating scale is ov.er 
50%. Of the 22 Rating Officials studied, 13 
bad no form of training, and only three had a 
combination of formal training in the use of 
~ating scales and specific training in the use 
of this Proficieney Report • 
B. Approximately 95~ of the Rating Officials stated 
that this Profictenc7 Report did not have a moti-
vating effect toward improving performance. 
c. Although over 75~ of the raters have a· written 
plan of orientation to use in acquainting new 
--
nurses to the unit(s) with their nursing duties* 
only 9~ utilize the personnel administrative 
technique of job descriptions and requirements. 
Approximately 18~ have a follow-up interview to 
give each individual some help in adapting to 
the new situation. 
D. It appe~s that ratings are made for the most 
part. from pure memory. One Rating Ot1'1c1al 
regularly keeps anecdotal records, and six or 
27.3% sometimes maintain these records. The 
remainder of the group or 68.2~ never have any 
written support of their judgments in rating. 
E. Seven Rating Officials responded to the items 
in the questionnaire dealing with the nature of 
the anecdotal records kept. One of this group 
checked that the anecdotal recards she keeps 
are an objective description of the significant 
behavior and ~e ratee•s and her interpretation. 
Another Rating Official indicated that the rec-
ords are of the significant behavior and her in-
terpretation. A third rater checked that these 
records were always of the significant behavior 
only. The remaining four revealed th~t they 
bave no definite pattern for writing anecdotes. 
There also appears to be no regular plan with 
regard to time of recording the observed 
sa-. 
behavior and of making the interpretations. 
The nurse's behavioral records are given to 
the succeeding rater by only one Rating Of-
ficial. No Rating Oft.tc1al accumulates more 
than 24 anecdotal records during one rating 
period. Approximately 63.6% of the Rating Of• 
f1c1als collaborate to make out the Proficiency 
Reports of nurses who work on several units dur-
ing a year. 
F. The counseling program 1s limited in relation 
to regularity, planning for the counseling, and 
providing for the counselees• growth and devel-
opment. · 
Examination of the data of the Ratees• Questionnaire 
points out the following: 
--
. A. Approx1ma tely 44~ of the rateee stated that this 
system of evaluation did not have a motivating 
effect toward improving performance. Another 
44% had some reservations concerning the number 
of times the Proficiency Report System had a 
motivating effect toward improving performance. 
B. Approxima tel'S' s.s~ of the nurses have been cdun-
seled during each rating period. Ten members or 
21% of the group have never been counseled. and 
the remaining number have been counseled var1oue 






the number of ratings x-eoe1ved. 
c. There appeara to be agreement.in the attitudes 
of' Rating and Non-rating Personnel toward the 
use ·or ~e Proficiency Report System. 35.4% 
to 54.1~ of the ratees hnve mixed feelings 
about !ts use. Emd ao.,a% to 50~ expressed nega-
tive attitudes in relation to this system of 
evaluation. 
D. Orientation to the job elements, ~equirements. 
and the Prot1cienoy Report System appears very 
l!m:tted for both rating and non-rating person-
nel. 
E. Fourteen rating personnel and twenty non-rating 
personnel responded to the questions dealing 
with the use·of the counseling interview as a 
supplement to the Prof5.c1ency Report. Ane.l'S"sis 
ot the data presented revealed: 
1. The majority verbnlized that the m~cban1cs 
of the counseling 1nterv1ew was adequate. 
a. Although a large number found the atmos-
phere of the counseling interview healthy, 
1 t is clear that there 1 s ample room fop 
improvement. 
3b The opinions of the ratees regarding the 
techniques used point up some defects • 
.. !.. There appears to be some difference 
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between the ~at!ng and·non•rat1ng personnel 
regard1l:lg the emphasis placed in the inte~ 
view. with some non-rating personnel express• 
1ng negative feelings in this area. Healthy 
and constructive aspects of the interview ap-
pea~ limited in re~la~1ty. 
When the total weights of the Proficiency Reports main• 
ta1ned for the 49 ratees st.ud1ed were examined, it was noted 
that= 
1. Four or 8.3~ of these ratees had the same Rating 
Official during this 1947-1952 period. The re-. 
ma!ning ratees va!'ied in the number of rating of-
ficials indicating many changes. 
2. Nineteen.ratees or 39.5% Showed improvement 1n 
-~.~ 
their Pro:f'1o1ency Reports. tour remained un-
changed., and 25 total weights were worse. 
3. When the seme rater was rating, 27-9% large 
changes in the ratees' total weight occurred, 
e.nd '13.3% small changes were found. ·Each time 
I 
tbe ratee had a different rater, 54.7% large 
ohanges ox1sted, and 45.3% small changes oc-
cu.zsred~ This 1ndice.tes lack of inter-rater 
reliability. 
4- The range of the average total weights for this 
1947·1952 period is 15 w1 th the lowest total 
weight at 66 and the bigpest at 81. The 
59 
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s1gn1f!cant central tendencies in the d1stribu· 
tion .follow• 
a. Mode 76 
b. Median 75 
It can therefore be concluded 1n the light of this evi~ 
dence that: 
1. The Proficiency Report System as it is now used 
is not meeting its stated purposes. 
2. In spite of the fact that there !s instruction 
for counseling. this is limited. 
3. In sp1 te of the fact that de.t1n1 tiona of the . 
elements rated are given, they are not clearly 
understood. 
4. In spite of the fact that the e1ght•po1nt scale 
has some identification of its intervals~ the 
determinants of the uppe~ and lower l~1ts of 
the various intervals in the scale are not 
known. 
s. A feeling of dissatisfaction with this system 
as a motivating factor toward improved perform-
ance exists among the raters arid ratees. 
e. Nursing service, as reflected in the Proficiency 
- R.eports# must not have improved because there 
~as decreased prof1c1enc~ on the part of 52% of 
the ratees,. 
7. Greater rel1ab111t7 exists when the same rater 
does the rat1QS• 
eo 
a. Defielency in inter-rater reliability was in 
• direct proportion to the number of changes in 
Rating Of:f'1c1als as af.feeting ag1ven individual. 
It can further be stated that the Questionnaire proved to 
be a useful technique in enabling the nUl'sing staff to express 
the'-r opinion about certain aspects of the Proficiency Report 
System. It made 1 t possible fott the staff members to venti-
late feelings either of sat1sfaetion or dissatisi'e.et1on. 
About 27.3% of the Rating Officials and Ratees utilized the 
opportunity to express their opinions. The time involved in 
tabulation and sunm1a:t'ization of data is estimated to be about 
thirty-six hours. 
Recommendations 
The recommendations which are oUtlined are bnsed on the 
f1nd1ngs and exemplify areas in the adninistration of the Pro-
ficiency Report System which the Nursing Administration at X 
Hosp1 tal might consider in future program plans: 
1. The development of a common philosoph7 of coopera• 
tive endeavor which will enable all to see this 
Proficiency Report Syste~ not only.as a meaau~ing 
tool but also as a guidance procedure should be a 
Pl"imary goal. 
alt A common understanding of the how and why 
of rating would probably ensure a more ef-
fec.ti ve use of the whole scale. 
b. Consultation with members of the Ancillary 
61 
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Services available at X Hospital, e. g., 
Chief Psychologist, to assist in the set-
ting up of standards of rating and coun-
seling techniques would probably increase 
the validity of the Proficiency Report 
System. One way.this might be developed 
is: To institute a seminar on counseling 
procedures as they apply in the nursing 
service. The following topics could be 
outlined; (l) Non-directive techniques; 
( 2) The non-authoritarian role of the au-
thoritarian figure; {3) Attitudes toward 
self and one's position: (4) The counselor 
as a target tor repressed effects that 
militate against nUI'sing proficiency; 
(5) Insight of individual defio1enoiea 
through non-directive measur~s. This di-
dactic ~eory could be supplemented by 
actual role p~~ing. Individual nurses 
could portray various problems confront-
ing nursing personnel. The experienced 
counselor and/or a Rating Official·could 
portray the role of the counselor. The 
ultimate goal of such a seminar should be 
more effective care of the patient through 
more efficient nursing practice. 
62 
c. Since the raters stated that ratings are 
~ made for the most part from memory. a 
system for the keeping of anecdotal rec-
ords with some regular1t7 should be con-
sidered. A minimum of twenty-five would 
be needed to effect any integrative pat-
tern. These anecdotes need to include 
the significant behavior and the rater's 
and ratee•s interpretation because this 
type of support for judgment could be a 
factor in maintaining se.tisfactorJ rela-
tionship and in 'proViding for individual 
growth. 
• 
2. Fewer changes in Rating Officials for the 1ndi• 
. vidual ra.tees is advisable but, adm1 ttedly, not 
always practtcal. 
3. Improvement in the Orientation Program regarding 
job descriptions and work performance. as well 
as the Proficiency Report S,atem. is essential. 
Through cooperative planning of all levels of 
nursing service, revision and reorganisation of 
the orientation program to include the above-
mentioned aspects should be considered to fac1l· 
1tate adjustment of the nurse-worker to the new 
situation, optimum job satisfaction, and effec-





4. Repeat or present study two years hence could 
probably reveal changes 1n attitudes toward the 
Proficiency Report· System, and ares in e.dm1n1.s• 
tration of this rating system which have been 
strengthened and those which are still weak. 
a. All persons eonc~rned with the nursing 
staff could benefit from the findings 
each time this questionnaire 1s used. 
b. When the factors causing d1ssat1sfaot1on 
are brought to ·light and understood, 
they can be corrected. 
c. Those raters who are not able to admin-
ister this rating system ef.fect1vel7 can 
be given more assistance with this super• 
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Dear Rat!ng Official: 
X HOSPITAL 
Massachusetts 
May l, 1952·· · 
Nursing today is concerned with the improvement of 1ts 
sarvioeso · Studies al."e now underway throughout the country 
analyzing every phas of its work. 
This particular study 1s concerned w1 th the area of nurs-
ing administration. !.n relation· to the effective use of the 
Protictenoy Report. This 1nqui~ is sponsored b~ the Adminis- · 
trat1on of th:t.s hospital and the Boston University School of 
Nur'sing. 
On the.bas1s of the information collected, an attempt 
will be made to analy~e the use of the Proficiency Report b~ 
the Rating Officials of the nursing staff. The summarr and 
interpretation of significant findings will be forwarded to 
you on completion of the study if you so desire. · 
Your cooperation is greatly appreciated. 
Sincerely yours, 




Pas ition.: Heac:i. lJurso 
--'"--
3upc:rvisor_._ __ 
Approximate nurnbGr of nurses for whom you are the RatingOfficial: 
Please complete this· q_uostiol1ll!J.irc (using checlcs ('<'l17Jhoro 
<1pplicable) and r&turn it in· the onclo sod self-addressed envelope 
to tho office of the Ohiof~ Nursing Service by 1uesday. i.iay §..9 1952. 
Reacl the questi'ons cD.refully. Some questions in a partioulo.r group 
v.Jill not r8q_uire a response from you .because of your .:::msvJE:r to 
cert<::.in other· quost ions~ Spe~ce has bo~ provided at the end of 
this questionnaire for any comments you mE1.y '.v.ish to malw regarding 
the Proficiency Report or for suggestions for improving its value 
to you. 
1. How long hc.ve yru us6d this particular Proficiency Report in rating gradu:1tc 
nurses'? 
YG9l's: One __ T';IO __ T~ee_ Four_._ Five_ 
2. :accwe you h~ :ro nnal training in the use of rating sea. los? 
Yes_ No_ 
If you checked nycs", did formal trrdning in thv use of rs.ting scc.les help 
you in the use of this Pro.ficieno;y R..eport? 
Yes_,__ lio_ 
If you checked "No11 9 did lack of formal tr.::l.ining in the use of rating scales 
h1.ndicap you in the use of this Proficiency Report? 
Y.;.s __ No __ 
3. Do you wnnt further instruction in the tec):miques of rating scales? 
Yes __ No_ 
4. E~ve you participatud in specific training sessions in the use of this 
Proficiency Report? 
Yes __ No_,_ 
!f you chocked· 11No" 9 YJou1.d it be beneficial to you to participate in, 
spGcific training sessions in the use of this Proficiency Report? 
Yes_ No_ 
5. Have you ever been offer&d instruction on the improvement of your rating? 
Yes __ Uo_ 
·. . .. · '~~-··-~~,k~~~.~.;i~~~~~~~¥~<~·-~U:;(~·.··~-:~;.\r..v~:.~~.,j;::..-·'~~C,-~.~.;;.."1!'"~·~·~!!~ 
I 
~ 
6. Have you ever sought instruction from your immediate supervisor on the 
improvement of your rating? 
Yes __ No __ 
-
Have you £ound that the use of the Proficiency Report.: 
(a) motivated the ratee to improve? 
{b) aided you in understanding the 
r3.tee? 
ll..lways~ ·Sometimes_ Never_ 
Always_ Sometimes_ Never_ 
s. ..l..re the ciefini ti ons of the elements to be rated sufficiently clear to enable 
you to identify the interval in the scE1le which adequately· describes the 
observed behavior? 
Yes __ No __ 
9. ,:.;,re the values given the intervals sufficiently discriminative to assist you 
to accurately score performance of elements? 
Yes __ No __ 
10. Are the va.lues su~ficiently definite per interval to determine the limits of 
the interval? Example: Interval 1, interval 2 9 interval 3 9 all me 8J1 
ttunsa tisfac·tory". 
Yes_:__ No __ 
11. :1Vhen you are rating an elenien t which is 11barely ·satisfactory", do you h:?.-ve 
difficulty deciding into which interval,:4 or 5, thebeh1.vior fits? 
Yes_ No __ 
12. ·iJould you be vv.illing, as a member of a oomni ttee 1 to assist- in working out 
a formula of v~lues for each interval per element which'would make for a 
more e:xa.c t judgnwn t? 
Yes __ No_ 
13. Do you have for your personal use the Rating Guide with· the Rating Patterjls 
of Sep te~ber 19, 1949 ? 
Yes_ No_ 
14• Do you have sufficient time to make your rating caref'ttlly 8lld honestly"? 
tiiilli; i>.lways__ Sometimes_ Never_ 
15• Do you _complete these ratings during your. on-duty time? . .  
'• 
_Always___ Sometimes_ Never __ 
16. Do you oomp le te these ratings during you.r P.ft er-du ty time? 
Always_ sometimes_ Never_ 
.: ... -· ~- .: 
17. Is too reliability of ;your rating intcrferred vvith by: 
(r.~) errotio:aal stress? 
(b) exoes si ve fatigue? 
(c) t;xcessive work..;..load? 
(d) othe~ rEiaS ons? 
L!.lwa.ys_ SomG times_ Never_ 
Always_ Sometimes_ Never_ 
.t'o.lwo:y_s_ Sometimes_ Never __ 
.&l'imys_ Sometimes._ l~ovor_ 
18. Do you rate elements which you have n~ver had the opportunity to observe? 
Always_ SomC:Jtirnes_ Never_ 
19. :Do you rate the elements on the Proficiency Report of a given person at one 
timo? 
Always__ Sometimes_ Huver __ 
. 
20. Do you havo ·::1. vv.ritten orient~;tion plDn to use in acquainting ne\7 nurses to 
your unit(s) \7ith their nursing duties? 
Ye~-- Uo_. _ 
If you checked "Yos", do you use this ori en tat ion plan to acquo,int new 
nurses to your unit( s) with their nursing duties? 
always_ Som~:;times_ Never_ 
21. Have you up-to-da.te 9 written~ job duscriptions of the performance require-
ments, on :111 nursing duties in your unit( s}? 
Yos_ No_ 
22. Do you thinlt thr cugh with each oroployee the ma:rmur of performlll'l.ce. of those 
r0 qui remen ts ? 
' 
.Alvvays_ ·sometimes_ Never_ 
23. Do you have a follow'"':"up interviGW within two weeks after thu nurse has boen 
on thG job to answer further quostions the new nurse Iilc'1.Y have? 
always_. Sometim8S__ NeV0r ___ 
24. If you d.o, do you al9o tnko this opportunity to repeat some of tho oe .. rlier 
information you have given? 
Always__ Somotimus__ Never __ 
... 25. How froquen tly do you have periodic and systematic conferen.ces vii th your 
rstoes? 
(a) Bi-monthly ..:",.lvTc.ys_ Sometimes 
-
UGVE;r_ 
(b) Uonthly J.,l\va.ys_ Sometimes 
-
Never_ 
(c) ~lli"'..rtorly .A.l-;;;ays_ Sometimes 
-
Never_ 
(d) Semi-a:rm'ua.lly __ .~.~lways_ Somotimos 
-
Never.:_. 
{o} . imua.lly .ci.lwa.ys_ Sor.1otimes 
-
Nt1ver_ 
26. Have your relationships v1i th the nurses you rate been ·without bias or 
prejudice? 
Al\~ys__ Sometimes__ Never __ 
27. Do you depend GXclu si vc,ly on memory of ib.di vidual behavior in rating? 
alv~ys__ Sometimes__ Never __ 
28. Do you keep a record of" behavior observations upon which your annual rating 
of an individu3.l is based? 
' Always__ ·SOmutimes__ Never __ 




Is each anecdotal record an objective 
(a) the signi_ficant behavior? 
description of: 
Always_ Sometimes_ -Never_ (g) the significant behavior 
and your interpretation? ~uwa.ys_ Sometimes_ Never_ 
(c) the significJ.nt behavior 
and the ratee 1 s and your 
interpretation? 
(d) the significant-behavior 
and the ratee's inter-
__ Alw!J.ys_ Sometimes_· Never_ 
(d) 
protation '? 
your interpretation of the 
signific!ID.t behavior? 





















forty-eight hours? __ _ 
one wedK or more? 
Sometimes_ Never_ 













C. Is the r-".teels interpretation givon 'Within; 
, (a) fi:mr hours? Always_ 
( b ) eight hours ? ...ihvays_ 
(c) twelve hours? _ Always_ 
(d) tv•en ty-four hours?_ .AlWa.ys_ 
(e) forty-eight hours? __ . A.lv~ys_ 















D. If 8. nurse is transferred from your unit( s) ', do you give the new 
Rating Of.ficial the nurset s behavioral records which you have kept? 
E. \~n you are making out tho 






Always...;._ Sometimes_ Novor_ 
annual rating, howmany anecdotal records 
ea.oh ratee? 
Less than 24_ il.l\-vays_ Some times_ Never_ 
25 to 34 _ Alv;~ys_ Sometimes_ Never_ 
35 to 44 _.Always_ Sometimes __ Never_ 
45 to 54 _ Always_ some times_ Nevor_ 
55 or mor& _ ,i,lways_ Sometimes __ Never_ 
'-· .. ; -- ... 




~~lwo.ys_ Sometioes_ Never_ 
.il.ro you satisfied that you havo sufficient evidence to support your judgrnont 
on oach ol em on t? 
.i~lwa.ys_ Sometimes_ Ncvor_ 
31. Do you h:1ve to ma.kC; out the annual Proficiency Report on nurses who he.v(; 
served in your unit ( s): 
(a) nino months or less? __ Ahmys_ Somt!tilll8S_ Nevur_ 
( b ) six months or less? __ .: .. l'li~o.ys_ S 01.10 timos _ NGvur __ 
(c) tnreo months or less? __ J,;lvvays_ Sometimes_ Never_ 
(d) one month or loss? __ .ll.lwa.ys,;_, Some times__ Never_ 
32. Do you coll:9.bor9.te with another Rating Official to ma.ke out tho annu.al 
Proficieroy RoJ?ort for a nurse who has worked on two or more units during 
tho year? 
.li.lways_ Somotil!lOS_ Never_ 
33. liJith reference to the annual Proficiency Report 9 check which you do con-
sistently: (a) counsel tho ratue immediately prior_ .tl.l\7d.ys_ Sometimes_ Uever_ 
to mal.dng a ra~ing? 
{b) couns~l tho r~tee as you make the 
r3.ting'? .;..,_ AJ:-:vays_ Sometimes~ Never_ 
(c) counsel the ratee immediately 
after tho rati:og is made out?. · _ .U.low.:1ys_ Sometimes_ :Never_ 
. 
34.- Do you plan 111i th tho rateu in advance for th;e time fmd duration of the 
guidance co:tiferenco in relation to the annual Proficiency Re:;port? 
.. l.lways_ Sometimes_ - J:Tevor __ , 
35. Do- you state the pu,rpose of tho guid!3.nce conference in adw.nco? 
Always_· Soruotiraos_ Never_ 
36. Jibo you encouro.ge tho r.9.teu duri:og the conference to develop plans for her 
own further ir.:.Ip rovmnen t? 
~Uways_ Sometimes_ Nover_ 
37. Do you on courage tho r.3.t eo to oxpE~nd her strengths'? 
Alw~ys__ SomotimGs__ Never __ 
38. Do you oncour0..ge th? .rf.l.teo to m:.-:.ke plans for overcor.:ting her weaknesses? 
.b .. lways__ Sor:1etimes_ uev0r_ 
39. In critic':l.lly appr,dsing ;your own re.tinfj' skill, Cllt;Ck tho rating you find 
prodomina tos.: 
COl:.:ment s: 
(a) too hip;h 
{b) too low 
(c) t:lways r:lidl i:np 







May s, 1952 
Dear Member of' the Nursing Staff: 
The . 
. , • has been using the Prof'ic1ency Report since 1947. 
S1nee It was designed as a guidance tool to help the persons 
being rated to grow in service as well as to find out how far 
they have progressed at any given time, it seems important to 
appraise how well it is fulfilling its ptwpose. 
No one is better able to tell us about th1s.rating tool 
than the person who uses it and the person for whom it !s 
used. Your help, therefore1 is needed in providing informa-
tion essential to appraising its effectiveness. 
It is the intention of the investigator to ascertain ~e 
aspects in the procedures and practices of the Proficiency Re-
port which are satisfactory and to identify those areas which 
could be improved. The findings of the questionnaire will be 
shared with you. It is hoped that. on the basis of the find• 
ings, you will be willing to participate in making suggestions 
for the improvement in the use of the Proficiency Report. The 
responses you make on the questionnaire can in no way be asso-
ciated with you as an individual. · 
Your cooperation is greatly appreoiat~d. 
Sincerely yours, 





Position: Staff NursG.~--- Road .Nurs u.· __ _ Suporvisor _ __._ 
Directions: Please com.[>lete this questi-onnaire (using checks (-./) where 
:rpplicable) and. return it in the cncJ!osod self-addressedcmvelope 
to the: office of the Chi~f, H'ursing Service by :Jonday, r.lay 12, 1952~ 
Re2.d. the questions ourefully. Some questions in a parti'iiilargroup · 
will not require a response from you because of your answer to 
certain other. questions. srn.ce hcs been provided at the end of 
this questi 'Jnnaire for n:ny common ts you rm.y vli. sh to make .rt;garding 
the Pro:fic ienQy Report or. for suggestions for improving its value 
to you. 
1. Ho·;v many annual Proficiency Reports hn.ve you ruceived.? 
·None_ One_ Two_ Tpree_ Four_ Five_ 
2. Havv II1?.ny tir.les·ha.ve you been counseled in rele.tion to these annual 
Proficj,enoy n()ports? 
!I ever_ ~oe_ Twi oe_ Thre0_ Four_ :Pi ve_ 










Sometimes_. _ Nevor_ 
Some tim&s_ Never_ 
Sometimes_ Never_·_ 
4. Has this rc. ting sy stern contributed to tht> improvement 'Of your v1orking llOr-
fo r1r.ano e ? 
J.lvnys_ · Some times_ Uev0r _ 
5. Has this re.ti:og system. ·contributed .to tho improvementof ywrreilltionship 
·with your R1.ting Official? 
.L!.lways_. Som times_ Nevor.J... 
' 5. .d.re the elernt-n ts in the Proficiency Report upon which you o,ro rated mc.do 
known to you by. your R~ting Official? 
.Al'~;<ays_ Sometim(;s_ Nover~ 
7. Is the critical level of performance u-pon ':lhich oa.ch elemcn t may ·"t?e rated as 
s·atisfactCll:'y nnde knovm to you by your Rating Official? /' 
J.lvnys_ Sometim.-..s_ Nevor_ 
8.. Do you know tl¥1 t there i& a Job D~scription covering e~oh nur~?ing assign-
n:cnt on the nursingunit(s)? · 
Al-;Jays_ Some times_ ·never_ 
... 
9. When you bugin n. nEf:J .~s sigm;1on t on c. nursing unit 9 do you rcz.~d the Job 
Description covering :tha.t pa.rticul:J.r nursing t-issignmwt? 
Always___ Sorr£times __ 
10 •. Are tre performance requi!'omcmts of this new nursing <J.ssignment di-aoussed 
vv.i. th you? 
.~.~..lways_ Som0times_ Never_ 
11. Is there a follow .... up interview within two weeks after you h:we b&on per-
forming those.nursing duties to answer fUrther questions you might ~~ve? 
12. If thoro is a foll,ow-up interview, is somt.> of the earlier; infol'l'IlfJ.tion ru-
gn.rding the job ro-en1ph3.sized at this time:? 
Alweys_ Somotimos_ :Nov~..;r _ 
13. ·Are you .satisfied thri t tho .ilnting Official bas sufficient evidenco to 
support his/hor judgr.l611t on oach element rated? 
/ 
,.U\'!a.ys_ Sorr.c times_ Never_ 
14. Do you see tho records of behctvior observations· kept on you by the Rating 
Official? 
..:Uways_ S01:1e tiraos_ Never_ 
15. Do you gi. ve your interpret'lti on of an inoiden t recorded by your Rating 
Official ·.vi thin: 
( n) ·four hours? .b.lways_ Some times 
-
NevEJr 
-(b) eight hours? .... ~lwv.ys_ Some. times 
-
Never_ 
-. (c) twulve hours? ~~..lv;ays_ Sometimes 
-(d) twency-four hours? .Always_ Somo tir,1es __ Ncvt~r 
-(e) forcy -eight hours? always_ Some tiraes 
--
·Never __ 
(f) one week .or more? {'-lways_ Sometimes 
-
Uovor __ 
16. If y-ou do see those records of behavior o b servo. ti ons , is each record an l 
objective description o:r; L (a) the signifiodnt ·beb&vior? .Always_ Sometimes 
-
Never_ 
(b) the significant beh<ivior 
!lnd your interprete.tion? Always_ Sonetimes_ Nover 
--=. (c) the s ignif ioant beh<'.vi or 
and thG Rating Official's 
and your in tt:rpre tat ion? .Always_ Sometimes 
-
Neve.r_ 
{d) the signi fiocmt behavior 
a.nd the; Rating Official's 
in tvrpretr1 tion? 1J.lVN3.yS_ . Some times_ ~rover_ 
('e) the iinterpret.=o.ti on of the 
significant behe.vior? .. ~1W3.YS_ Sometimes_ Never_ 
0 • ,; ' 
How 'frequently do you bc~vo £Kriodic confGrouces vli.th your 3.ating Offl_ciA.l?" 














Son1e tir.lUs __ 
.;.lW1·J.~·s_ . Sor:wtimGs_ 
~lwo.ys_ Some times_ 






18. i~re you aid~;;d by your Rating Official to find some pbe.se of nursi~ v;hich -
gives you a feeling of growth and acq_omplishmen t? 
L\,lwr.ys_ Som.;ti":::J.es_ ,£fGver_ 
19;. If you h'lve eyer been counseled regarding your e:mual Profici0ncy F.~~.)ort,, 
plo:\s o check 8.U ansvJEJr to the follov,;i ng ques ti Q!J.s: 
(a) Do you plan v.zi th the Rating Official 
in advance for the tim& and duration 
of this conference? l1:t:; ays_ Sometimes_ Nevor _ 
(b) Is the pur pnsu bf this guidanoEJ con-
ference stated to ·you in advance? Alwnys_ SOIT'D tines_ Never_ 
(c) ' Aro you couns(;)led 
2. 
'3. 
immedia.tely beforE> the rating 
is ronde out? 
as the rt,.ting is r:nde out? 


















Is the major concern \Vith you? Aiw:1.ys_ 
Is the rra,j or concern with your 
problem? .A.lways_-_ 
Is tho atmosphere understG.nding? .Ahvays_ 
Is tho atmosphere permissive?- .t~lways_ 
Does thf.i Counselor try to solve · 
the _problG!:1s? 
Does the- Counselor create an 
a tmos:phere for you to get rid 
of negative feGlirgs? 
Is jud.gmGn t given? 
Is advice given? 
Is it usod as a disci plinury · 
procedure? 
Is the l6ngth of time allowed 
for the conference suffici6ll t? 
Are you aware that it is a 
counseling interview? 
Is it used as a m.Gthod of 
giving information only? 
was time apportioned to all 









Some times_ Never_. 
So:r:ne tirnes_ Never __ 




Son:o timvs_ Uever_ 
Some-times_ Nev0r_ 
Somotimos_·_ :Never_ .· 
Sometimes __ Never __ 
So:r.:e times_ NcNer_ 
Sometir.xJ s_ Nevor_ 
Sometimes __ Nover __ 
Sometioes_ Never_ 
Sometimes_ Never_ 
Sol!';£-; times__ Never_ 
14. ~r8 you encouraged to expand 
your ;.:; trongths? , ~i.lways_ Sometimos_. Never_ 
15. ~:..ru you uncourc.~ged to rr.::.ke 
plans for ov t:rco ming your 
deficiencies? .i~lvfc'.ys_ Sometimes_ Never_ 
16. Are you encourR.gt:;d to develop 
plans for your O\Jn ft1 rthE:Jr 
improvemon t? · '.ti.lvvays_ Sowe times_ NevE:r_ 
17. Do you receive approval and 
COIUI!londation for excelling in 
areas of your work performance? Always_ Soue tir.1cs_ Novt:r_ 
20. \1ould you bo willing, as a member of a' conn:dttee, to assist in working out 
a plan for improving the value of the Proficiency Report system if this is 
indicJ.ted? 
Yc,s __ No __ 
Oor;mm ts: 
